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GL’S JULY 2013

Back-to-School Style Giveaway
SUN

MON

TUE

1

WED

THU

2

3

5 hit the halls in style wearing 10 put their best face forward
an Oh My Chic tee from ILY
with a blush and lip gloss set
Couture. $45 (S-XL)
from Jennifer Bradley. $30

5 kick it old school in a pair
of Blueberry jelly sandals
from Jbeans. $35 (30-46)

7

8

9

1 snags an Angel Dust denim
mini in washed pink from The
Cassette Society. $88 (XS-XL)

2 studettes make off with a
pair of studded sneaks from
Daddy’s Money. $50 (5-11)

3 flower girls peace out
wearing Jawbreaking’s
Dream Chaser tee. $32 (S-L)

14

15

16

5 score a Pür Minerals 4-in-1
Complexion Kit. $39 (Light,
Medium, Tan, Dark)

5 popstars belt it out wearing
a Madonna tee from Junk
Food Clothing. $38 (S-XL)

1 slips on The Cassette
Society’s Dirty Boulevard Zip
jeans in paisley. $113 (XS-XL)

21

22

23

5 turn up the tunes with an
HBsuper Crunch popover from
Hoodie Buddie. $60 (XS-L)

10 won’t have to bust open
their piggy banks with a $25
gift card from GiftCard.com.

28

29

1 nails it this year with a
trio of Jamberry nail wrap
designs of her choice. $45

30

10

5 inspire major hair envy
with a five-color hair chalk
collection from Splat. $35

17

10 fashionistas pick the
perfect first-day piece with
a $50 gift card from Lulu’s.

24

5 bright babes nab these Twirl
flats in Harmony from
CHOOZE. $60 (full sizes 6-9)

FRI

4

SAT

5

3 fly off flaunting this Jeweled 2 win a pair of Joy leggings
Eagle tee from Vintage
in Ibiza Green from CJ by
Havana. $42 (one size fits all) Cookie Johnson. $139 (24-38)

11

8 chicas zip up a Claudette
Klassic printed jacket
from K-Way. $62 (XS-XL)

18

2 pretties put on the glitz
in a pair of sneakers from
Daddy’s Money. $50 (5-11)

25

6 wish for a star print
infinity scarf from David &
Young. $24 (blue or coral)

12

5 sistahs step up their style
in a pair of Hanna moccasins
from BEARPAW. $40 (5-11)

19

5 bot-lovin’ babes get in
gear with this gray Hushi
Robots tee. $32 (S-L)

26

2 beauties blossom in a
pair of Cherry skinny jeans
from Oasis. $84 (2-12)

6

10 divas do a li’l digital
damage with a $50 e-gift
card from PinkBasis.

13

5 dotty darlings adore this
Perforated Raglan tee from
Pima Doll. $60 (XS-L)

20

4 pick a Big Pony Collection
for Women essie set from
Ralph Lauren Fragrance. $45

27

3 roll outta bed rockin’
Jawbreaking’s I Don’t Like
Mondays tee. $30 (XS-XXL)

31
GRAND PRIZE

5 keep it cozy in a pair of Knit
Tall boots from BEARPAW.
$40 (full sizes 5-11)

2 darlins will dig these
Distressed Slouchy skinnies
from Warehouse. $57 (2-12)

5 breeze through BTS
with a No Sweat hoodie
from Soffe. $17 (XS-XL)

One babe bags a dresser full of hot
jeans for her (and everyone she
hearts) from brand new brand
15 FIFTEEN. She’ll be able to pick 15
pairs of premium denim from their
new line (24-32)—a prize valued at
over $1,000! Check out the debut
collection at 15-fifteen.com.

